Abstract. This paper presents the results of our INEX 2009 Ad-hoc and Efficiency track experiments. While our scoring model remained almost unchanged in comparison to previous years, we focused on a complete redesign of our XML indexing component with respect to the increased need for scalability that came with the new 2009 INEX Wikipedia collection, which is about 10 times larger than the previous INEX collection. TopX now supports a CAS-specific distributed index structure, with a completely parallel execution of all indexing steps, including parsing, sampling of term statistics for our element-specific BM25 ranking model, as well as sorting and compressing the index lists for our final inverted block-index. Overall, TopX ranked among the top 3 systems in both the Ad-hoc and Efficiency tracks, with a maximum value of 0.61 for iP[0.01] and 0.29 for MAiP in focused retrieval mode at the Ad-hoc track. Our fastest runs achieved an average runtime of 72 ms per CO query, and 235 ms per CAS query at the Efficiency track, respectively.
Introduction
Indexing large XML collections for Content-And-Structure (CAS) retrieval consumes a significant amount of time. In particular inverting (i.e., sorting) index lists produced by the XML parser constitutes a major bottleneck in managing very large XML collections such as the 2009 INEX Wikipedia collection, with 55 GB of XML sources and more than 1 billion XML elements. Thus, for our 2009 INEX participation, we focused on a complete redesign of our XML indexing component with respect to the increased need for scalability that came with the new collection. Through distributing and further splitting the index files into multiple smaller files for sorting, we managed to break our overall indexing time down to less than 20 hours on a single-node system and less than 4 hours on a cluster with 16 nodes for the complete CAS index.
As TopX originally aims at CAS queries, our basic index units are inverted lists for combined tag-term pairs, where the occurrence of each term in an XML element is propagated "upwards" the XML tree structure and the term is bound to the tag name of each element that contains it (see [8] ). Content-Only (CO) queries are treated as CAS queries with a virtual * tag. Term frequencies (TF) and element frequencies (EF) are computed for each tag-term pair in the collection individually. In summary, we used the same XML-specific extension to BM25 (generally known as EBM25) as in last years also for the 2009 Ad-hoc track and Efficiency tracks. For the EF component, we precompute an individual element frequency for each distinct tag-term pair, capturing the amount of tags under which the term appears in the entire collection. Because of the large size of the new Wikipedia collection, we approximate these collection-wide statistics by sampling over only a subset of the collection before computing the actual scores. New for 2009 was also the introduction of a static decay factor for the TF component to make the scoring function favor smaller elements rather than entire articles (i.e., the root of the documents), in order to obtain more diverse results in focused element retrieval mode (used in our two best Ad-hoc runs MPII-COFoBM and MPII-COBIBM).
Scoring Model
Our XML-specific extension to the popular Okapi BM25 [5] scoring model, as we first introduced it for XML ranking in 2005 [9] , remained largely unchanged also in our 2009 setup. It is very similar to later Okapi extensions in [4, 6] . Notice that regular text retrieval with entire documents as retrieval units is just a special case of the below ranking function, which in principle computes a separate Okapi model for each element type individually.
Thus, for content scores, we make use of collection-wide element statistics that consider the full-content of each XML element (i.e., the recursive concatenation of all its descendants' text nodes its XML subtree) as a bag of words: 1) the full-content term frequency, f tf (t, n), of term t in an element node n, which is the number of occurrences of t in the full-content of n; 2) the tag frequency, N A , of tag A, which is the number of element nodes with tag A in the entire corpus; 3) the element frequency, ef A (t), of term t with regard to tag A, which is the number of element nodes with tag A that contain t in their full-contents in the entire corpus.
The score of a tag-term pair of an element node n with tag name A with respect to a content condition of the form //A[about(., t)] (in NEXI [10] syntax), where A either matches the tag name A or is the tag wildcard * , is then computed by the following BM25-based formula:
For 2009, we used values of k 1 = 2.0 and b = 0.75 as Okapi-specific tuning parameters, thus changing k 1 from the default value of 1.25 (as often used in text retrieval) to 2.0 in comparison to 2008 (see also [1] for tuning BM25 on INEX data). Consequently, for an about operator with multiple terms, the score of an element satisfying this tag constraint is computed as the sum over all the element's content scores, i.e.:
Moreover, for queries with multiple support elements (like for example in the query //A//B[about(., t)]), we assign a small and constant score mass c for each supporting tag condition that is matched (like for the tag A in this example). This structural score mass is then aggregated with the content scores, again using summation. In our INEX 2009 setup (just like in 2008), we have set c = 0.01. Note that our notion of tag-term pairs enforces a strict matching of a query's target element, while content conditions and support elements can be relaxed (i.e., be skipped on-the-fly) by the nonconjunctive query processor [8] . Also, content scores are normalized to [0, 1].
2009 Extensions
Decay Factor for Term Frequencies. New for 2009 was the introduction of a static decay factor for the f tf component to make the scoring function favor smaller elements rather than entire articles (i.e., the root of the documents), in order to obtain more diverse results in focused element retrieval mode. With respect to the fairly deep structure of the new 2009 collection, we chose a relatively high decay factor of 0.925. That is, in addition to summing up the f tf values of each tag-term pair among the children of an XML element (recursively upwards to the root), we also multiply the f tf value from each of the child nodes by 0.925 before propagating these values upwards.
Sampling for Element Frequencies. With very large, diverse XML collections and very many distinct (but mostly infrequent) tag-term pairs, exact element frequencies as needed for the ef component cannot easily be kept in memory anymore. An additional difficulty in a distributed indexing setting is that these statistics need to be shared among peers. Therefore, we introduced a sampling phase for these combined tag-term frequencies, which however generates approximate statistics only. During the sampling phase, we scan (i.e., keep) only a fixed amount of tag-term statistics in memory from the XML parser output at each of the distributed nodes in the network individually. Tag-term pairs for which no statistics are kept in memory after this sampling phase are smoothed by an ef value of 1 when materializing the above scoring function.
Distributed Indexing
Indexing an XML collection with TopX consists of a 3-pass process: 1) parsing the XML documents (using a standard SAX parser) and hashing individual tag-term pairs and navigational tags into a distributed file storage; 2) sampling these files for the BM25-specific ef statistics for all tag-term pairs and materializing the BM25 model; and 3) sorting these BM25-scored files to obtain their final inverted block structure and compressing the blocks into a more compact binary format. While we are keeping all intermediate index files of steps 1 and 2 in a simple (GZip'ed) ASCII format, our final block-index structure created in step 3 is stored in a customized (compressed) binary format as described in [7] , which can be decompressed much faster than a GZip format. The basic hashing phase is illustrated in Figure 1 . We are given a collection of n XML documents yielding m distinct tag-term pairs, f files to hold our inverted index, and p distributed nodes (e.g., a compute cluster, or peers in a network). Before we start the actual indexing phase, the document collection is partitioned into n/p equally sized chunks, and the chunks are distributed over the p nodes. During indexing, every compute node is used for parsing and storing the index files at the same time, i.e., every node has write access to every other node in the network. Let hash(t i ) be the hash code of tag-term pair t i for all i = 1, . . . m, then (hash(t i ) mod f ) denotes the file identifier where the inverted list for t i is stored. Moreover, (hash(t i ) mod f mod p) then denotes the node identifier at which the file containing t i is located. This ensures that all tag-term pairs from the entire collection that share the same hash code are stored on the same node and in the same index file. The reason to further partition the index into f ≥ p files is that, on each compute node, we can sort multiple such files concurrently in a multi-threaded fashion. Multiple smaller files can of course be sorted more efficiently than a single large file. Thus, every index file contains at least one but possibly more inverted lists. For our INEX 2009 indexing experiments, we used f = 256 index files which were distributed over p = 16 nodes.
This simple two-level hashing allows for a MapReduce-like [2] but highly specialized form of distributed indexing. After the initial parsing and hashing phase (corresponding to the Map phase in MapReduce), all files needed for materializing the above scoring function are readily available per node, and thus the sampling and scoring can be kept perfectly parallel (corresponding to the Reduce phase in MapReduce). Since all nodes can operate independently in the second phase, this approach allows for a substantially more lightweight Reduce phase than in a classical MapReduce setting. The only data structure that is finally shared across all nodes is a dictionary (see [7] ) that maps a tag-term key from a query back to a file (including the byte-offset within that file) as entry point to the respective inverted list in the distributed storage. Our dictionary maps a 64-bit hash key computed from the combined tag-term string of t i onto a 64-bit value whose upper 8 bits encode the node id, whose middle 12 bits encode the file id that contains the corresponding inverted list, and whose lower 44 bits encode the byte offset within that file in order to mark the beginning of the inverted list. In this 64-bit setting, we can address up to 2 8 = 256 nodes with up to 2 12 = 4, 096 files, each file with a maximum size of 2 44 = 16 Terabytes. Of course, the same hash function needs to be used for both indexing and query processing. This mapping step works particularly well for a CAS-based index, as it is using tagterm pairs as keys to access the inverted lists. In particular, the resulting index files are more uniform in length as compared to a plain (i.e., CO-style) text index because of the much larger amount of distinct tag-term keys in the CAS case. As such, it can scale to almost arbitrary amounts of index files and nodes in a network. Also, a similar hashing step is performed for the inverted tag lists, which results in a distinct set of inverted files for the navigational tag conditions as needed by TopX (see [7] ). These files are less uniform in size (due to the much lower amount of distinct tag keys in the collection), but they are anyway much more compact and can benefit from a higher cache locality.
Query Processing
TopX is a top-k engine for XML with non-conjunctive XPath evaluations. It supports dynamic top-k-style index pruning for both CO and CAS queries. In dynamic pruning, the traversal of index list scans at query processing time can be pruned early, i.e., when no more candidate elements can make it into the top-k list anymore. Also, since TopX was designed as a native XML engine based on element retrieval, relevant passages are identified based on the XML elements that embrace them.
Retrieval Modes
Article Mode. In Article mode, all CO queries (including // * queries) are rewritten into /article CAS conditions. Thus we only return entire article elements as target element of the query. This mode conforms to a regular document retrieval mode with our BM25 model collapsing into a document-based scoring model (however including the per element-level decay factor of the TF component). Article mode can thus be seen as a simplest-possible form of focused element retrieval, as entire articles are always guaranteed to be overlap-free.
CO Mode. In CO mode, any target element of the collection is allowed as result. CO queries are processed by TopX equivalently to queries with // * as structural condition and exactly one about operator with no further structural constraints as filter predicate. The * is treated like a virtual tag name and is fully materialized into a distinct set of corresponding * -term pairs directly at indexing time. That is, a * -term pair is always generated in addition to any other tag-term pair, with individual TF and EF statistics for these * tags, which roughly doubles the index size. As a new extension in our 2009 experiments, we cut off very small elements of less than 24 terms (as a form of static index pruning) from these CO-related index lists. At query processing time, a CO query can be processed by directly accessing these precomputed (inverted) CO lists.
CAS Mode. In CAS mode, TopX allows for the formulation of arbitrary path queries in the NEXI [10] or XPath 2.0 Full-Text [10] syntax. As an optimization, leading * tags are rewritten as article tags, for CAS queries that were otherwise led by a // * step.
Optimizations
Focused, Best-In-Context, and Thorough Modes. We performed experiments with Focused, Best-In-Context and Thorough runs. Element overlap in the Focused and BestIn-Context retrieval modes is eliminated on-the-fly during query processing by comparing the pre-and post-order labels [9] of elements already contained in the top-k list with the pre-and post-order label of each element that is about to be inserted into the top-k list. During query processing, this top-k list is a constantly updated queue. Thus, if an element is a descendant of another parent element that already is in the top-k queue and the descendant has a higher score than its parent, then the parent is removed from the queue and the descendant is inserted; if otherwise an element is a parent of one or more descendants in the top-k queue, and the parent has a higher score than all the descendants, then all the descendants are removed from the top-k queue and the parent is inserted. In Thorough retrieval mode, this overlap check is simply omitted.
Caching. Entire index lists (or their prefixes in case of dynamic top-k pruning) can be cached by the TopX engine, and the decoded and decompressed data structures for each index list can directly be reused by the engine for subsequent queries. Thus, when running over a hot cache, only joins and XPath evaluations are carried out over these cached index lists at query processing time, while physical disk accesses can be almost completely avoided for query conditions that were already processed in a previous query.
Results
We next present the results for our Ad-hoc and Efficiency track experiments. While indexing was performed on a distributed cluster of 16 nodes, the final runs were performed on a single 3Ghz AMD Opteron Quad-Core machine with 16 GB RAM and a RAID5 storage, with all index files being copied to the local storage. Tables 1 and 2 ). Our fastest runs operated over a hot cache and employed a heuristic top-k stopping condition (denoted as Heu, thus terminating query evaluations after the first block of elements was read and merged from each of the inverted lists that are related to the query (see [7] ). Unsurprisingly, our best Article runs on type A topics (70 ms) were slightly faster than our best CO runs (72 ms), and about a factor of 3 faster than our CAS runs (235 ms), at a comparable result quality as in the Ad-hoc track. For type B topics, containing CO topics with partly more than 90 keywords, average runtimes were more than an order of magnitude worse than for type A topics. Altogether, TopX was the only engine to submit other than Article runs to the Efficiency track. 
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Efficiency Track
Conclusions
TopX was one of the few engines to consider CAS queries in the Ad-hoc track over the new 2009 Wikipedia collection, and even the only engine in the Efficiency track that processed CAS queries at all. In our ongoing work, we already started looking into further XPath Full-Text operations, including phrase matching and proximity-based ranking for both CO and CAS queries, as well as top-k support for more complex XQuery constructs. Our long-term goal is to make TopX a full-fledged, open-source indexing and search platform for the W3C XPath 2.0 and XQuery 1.0 Full-Text standards. While we believe that our distributed indexing strategy already scales to future XML indexing needs (with many Terabytes potential index size), making also the search process truly distributed will be a challenging topic for future work. 
